Add a Search Tab to the Ribbon

By default, Outlook 2016 hides its advanced search options. You can put a Search tab on the ribbon navigation so that they're easy to find.

1. **Right click on the Outlook ribbon and select Customize the Ribbon.**
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2. **Select Home (Mail) in the righthand list.**
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3. **Select All Tabs from the "Choose commands from" menu.**
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4. Select **Search** in the lefthand menu under Search Tools.

5. Click the Add button.

6. Click **OK**.

The Search tab will now appear in your ribbon.
The options in the Search tab allow you to narrow your search by subject, sender, attachment and more.

**Find Emails Using the Search Box**

Just like you can perform advanced searches by entering certain commands into Google, you can do the same with Outlook's internal search box. Each command has to be followed by a colon (:). You can combine these commands as needed.

- **from:** Searches by sender. You can enter an exact name with a space in quotes ("Avram Piltch"), enter just part of a name without quotes ('Avram') or a domain ('purch.com').

- **to:** Searches by recipient. Use the full name, partial name, email address or domain.

- **subject:** Contains keywords that appear in the subject line.
- **body:** Contains keywords that appear in the body.
- **hasattachments:**yes Limits your results to only those that have attachments
- **received:** Limits your results based on when you got the email. You can phrase use natural language dates such as "this week," "today," "yesterday" or "this year." You can also use full or partial dates such as "August 17" or "2015."
- **sent:** Works like "received" but with send date.
You can also enter keywords without a command, and Outlook will try to find them in the subject, body, sender and recipient fields.

You can combine these keywords with commands.

By default, Outlook will search your currently selected mailbox. For example, if you're viewing the Inbox, the results will only come from the Inbox. However, you can broaden the search by selecting a different option from the pulldown menu next to the search box.
Use the Advanced Find Box

Another way to search Outlook 2016 is by using the advanced find box.

1. **Navigate to the Search tab** in Outlook. If you didn't add the tab to your ribbon, you can open it just by clicking in the Search box.
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2. **Select Advanced Find** from the "Search Tools" menu.
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3. **Enter keywords** in the "Search for words" field.
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4. **Select an option from the "in" menu.** You can search the subject field only, the subject and body or all important text fields.
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5. **Enter an address in the From or To field** to find messages only sent from or to a particular person.

6. **Use the Advanced tab** to add more complex search criteria like the send date.

7. **Use the More Choice tab** to search by message size, importance or status.